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OUR FIRST REPORT

This is it. Our first public report on our efforts to make a positive impact on people 
and the planet.

We aren’t fancy. We aren’t big. We definitely aren’t over-capitalized or 
out-of-the-ordinary. We are who we are – a small ski area and waterpark in rural 
Minnesota.

But, we are taking one small step at a time on a path to doing less harm and creating 
more good. 

Go ahead. Take a look at our first Responsibility Report. It’s not perfect, and neither 
are we. But it’s a start, and that’s something. 



A NOTE ON RESPONSIBILITY
You’ve likely seen the word “sustainability” used when companies talk about their 

environmental or social efforts.

Wild Mountain doesn’t use that word because we still take more from the planet than 
we give. We still burn fossil fuels. We still consume electricity created partially from 

carbon-emitting sources. We still create waste.

Really, nothing we do is truly sustainable. So, we choose to use the word 
“responsibility” instead.

The way we see it – companies can act with various levels of responsibility. Some take 
no responsibility for their actions, others take a small amount of responsibility and 

others take a high level of responsibility. We are stiving to achieve the latter.



TIMING OF REPORT

This report’s data on greenhouse gas emissions are from September 1, 2019 to 
August 31, 2022.  



CARBON NEUTRALITY
Wild Mountain has achieved carbon neutrality, an environmental milestone, through 

reducing energy use, diverting waste and offsetting carbon.

Environmental stewardship is a key pillar to Wild Mountain’s operations, and we 
achieved the CarbonNeutal® Certification from Climate Action Partners, the leading 

experts on carbon neutrality, which works with organizations around the world to 
deliver solutions that ensure immediate, positive impacts on the world’s natural 

capital.

To achieve carbon neutrality Climate Impact Partners worked with us to calculate 
and offset the property’s unavoidable emissions by supporting projects to reduce the 
equivalent emissions. Climate Impact Partners identified multiple offset projects that 

could not exist without funding from organizations like ours.

Of course there’s more that we can do to account for our environmental impacts. But, 
achieving carbon neutrality is a positive step on the journey.



CARBON OFFSETS
Wild Mountain has achieved it’s CarbonNeutral® Certification, in part, through the 
purchase of carbon offsets that eliminate or sequester greenhouse gases equivalent 
to what we have emitted.

Those offsets have been invested in three ways - 
Seneca Meadows Landfill Gas Project in New York, family farm techniques and  
reforestation in the Amazon and global renewable energy projects in various l 
ocations.

https://www.climateimpact.com/global-projects/seneca-meadows-landfill-gas-usa/
https://www.climateimpact.com/global-projects/renewable-energy-portfolio-global/


This is the summary from Climate Impact Partners on Wild Mountain’s greenhouse 
gas contribution from September 1, 2021 to August 31, 2022. 

2022 GHG REPORT



This is the three-year summary of changes on greenhouse gas emssions from  
Climate Impact Partners (September 1 to August 31, annually).

ANNUAL CHANGE



IMPACT INVESTMENTS
The monarch butterfly, quite possibly the 

most beloved bug of Minnesota, has been 
added to the Endangered Species List
created by the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature.

Habitat loss is driving populations down.  
The insect has declined 84% from 1996 to 

2014.

In 2021, Wild Mountain recognized this plight 
and registered the mountain as a Monarch 

Waystation with Monarch Watch. Wild 
Mountain’s ski trails offer a prairie 

environment with the types of milkweed 
species monarchs need to reproduce. Our 
waystation designation means that we’ve 

minimized summer trail mowing to ensure 
monarchs, and pollinators of all types, have 

food and shelter during the spring, 
summer and fall.



IMPACT INVESTMENTS (cont.)

Wild Mountain has acquired 4 HKD Volt 
snowguns to support reducing energy 
consumption for snowmaking. These 
snowmakers use approximately 1/3 the power 
as traditional snowguns. Two of these units 
were made possible from the 2021 Sustainable 
Slopes Grant from the National Ski Areas 
Association and HKD Snowmakers.

We’ve pre-ordered two Taiga Nomad 
electric snowmobiles.  We’ll be one 

of the first ski areas in North America 
to convert to electric, emissions-free 

snowmobiles.  Oh yeah... they also go 
zero to 60mph in 3 seconds.

In January 2021, Wild Mountain was awarded 
the CarbonNeutral® Certification from Climate 
Impact Partners for its work  on reducing and 
offsetting its carbon emissions.



IMPACT INVESTMENTS (cont.)

In September of 2020 we began 
working with Climate Impact Partners 

to measure our carbon footprint.  
Measurement of the carbon we are 

emitting is a critical step in the 
long-term assessment and reduction of 

our carbon-emitting practices.

Our season pass lanyards, retail shirts and  
retail hoodies are made of recycled plastic, 
recycled cotton, organic cotton and Modal (a 
fabric made from plastic and cellulose from 
birch trees).  The fabrics are less destructive to 
the environment as they utilize recycled 
materials and use less (or no) water and 
fertilizers to create.

We installed LED lights on the South 
Wild, North Wild and Ego Alley trails. 

LED lighting is much more efficient 
than our current metal halide lighting.  

Going forward, we plan to use LEDs 
to replace our existing flood lights 

across our slopes.



IMPACT INVESTMENTS (cont.)

We are eliminating single-use plastic 
beverage bottles and moving to infinitely 
recyclable aluminum bottles.  To support 
that, we’ve added recycling receptacles 
across our property to support recycling 
and reduce waste.

Wild Mountain created 288,000 pieces of 
single-use plastic waste in 2019. That’s 

too much, and we are 
working to stop that with the elimination 

of single-use plastic on our property. 
We’ve moved to durable cutlery and food 
service wares in the goal of reducing the 

amount of plastic we add to the waste 
stream.

Our team offsets the dirty energy coming 
to Wild Mountain with Renewable Energy 
Certificates generated from sources in 
Minnesota.  Wild Mountain now operates 
year-round on 100% clean energy.



Three EV chargers and one Tesla charger 
has been installed to support the needs 

of the emerging clean vehicle market.  
These four chargers are available to all 

guests, free of charge.



1 FOR ALL
Our team has launched a new community involvement program called 1 for All. Our 
goal is to give 1% of all hours worked by our core staff to community endeavors 
including environmental programs, social services, the arts and more.

Employees building cob blocks 
for an artist at the Franconia 
Sculpture Park.

Team members building a gravel 
nursery for native plants with  

Green River Greening.



ENVIRONMENTAL GIVING
Wild Mountain understands that some of the very best environmental advocacy is 

being done by passionate people and organizations right here in Minnesota.

During the winter of 2022/23 we’ll be helping to fund four different organizations who 
are making an impact in different environmental causes.

We’ll be making a $1 donation for each season pass sold during the 2022/23 ski 
season. That might not sound like much, but we sell thousands of season passes and 

we hope our giving will help provide critical funding to these inspirational 
organizations.

 
We are also supporting these four organizations with “Posters With Purpose”. These 

posters are screen printed locally on high quality paper and individually numbered. 
Each poster is 18”w x 24”h. We are giving the organiations all proceeds from the sale 

(approximately $20 for each poster sold).



ENVIRONMENTAL GIVING (cont.)

Poster for Sportsmen for the BWCA Poster for MN350

Poster for Wild Rivers Conservancy Poster for Monarch Joint Venture


